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Introduction

Hello and welcome to the  Lumu Certification process. This guide is designed for candidates 
looking to learn more about the Lumu Certification program.

Lumu Academy and Certifications Program

At Lumu, we extend our relationship beyond the initial handshake and help organizations control the 
impact of cybercrime. The Lumu Academy offers free self-paced online courses that can be accessed 
anytime, anywhere. The courses available train our customers, resellers, and cybersecurity practitioners 
on how to set up and leverage Lumu as a Continuous Compromise Assessment solution.

Our certification program paired with Lumu Academy offers our customers and partners an opportunity to 
validate their expertise with Lumu. Whether you are new to Lumu or a cybersecurity pro, earning a Lumu 
certification adds value to your professional journey.

How to Earn a Lumu Certification

Candidates are recommended to take the Lumu Academy courses on the learning path of the certification 
to stay current on the latest updates of Lumu. The certification exams are online and available only in 
English. The following illustration represents the Lumu certification process:
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Each certification has a track 
of free online courses 

recommended for preparing 
for the certification exam.

1. Prepare to Certify

The exam is timed and online. 
The passing score is 80%. 

Certifications are valid for a 
period of 2 years.

2. Certification Exam

Receive your digital 
certificate and share it with 

pride. You earned it!

3. Certified!

https://academy.lumu.io
https://www.youtube.com/c/lumutechnologies
https://www.linkedin.com/company/lumutech/
https://www.facebook.com/lumutech
https://twitter.com/lumutech


When you are ready to take a Lumu certification exam, simply 
register at academy.lumu.io. The certification exam registration 
costs vary according to the Lumu customer subscription, as below:

* This fee applies per each exam. 
** After the amount of free exams, the fee of 149 USD applies per each exam.

Digital Certificate
Candidates who pass the exam will receive a digital certificate 
available to download and share on social media sites (e.g. 
LinkedIn).

Candidate FAQ
Below are some of the most frequently-asked questions about  
Lumu Certifications. 

How to prepare to get Lumu certified?
Lumu Academy materials, along with our technical documentation, 
are your best resources for exam preparation. You can also find test 
blueprints in this certification guide, which provide more detailed 
information on exam content.

How to register for an exam?
All our exams are online, for registering for a Lumu certification 
exam, go to academy.lumu.io.

How to get access to Free exams?
Free access to our certification exam included in your subscription 
tier (Lumu Insights or Lumu Defender) will be granted through a 
coupon code that will be sent to the company administrator of your 
organization.

When do I know the exam results (pass/fail)?
The candidate’s results (pass or fail) will be displayed immediately 
after submitting the exam.

Also refer to our Candidate Handbook for additional information 
about our policies and procedures. 
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Tests are administered 
online through Lumu 
Academy

The cost for each exam 
depend on your           
Lumu subscription 

Exams are timed, and the 
passing score is 80%

Upon passing the exam, 
candidates receive a score 
report and an    online 
certificate

Certifications are valid for 
a period of two years

Questions about Lumu 
Certification can be sent 
to academy@lumu.io

Lumu Technologies Inc.
8350 NW 52nd Terrace Suite 

301, Miami, FL 33166
+1 (877) 909-5868 
academy@lumu.io
academy.lumu.io

About the Exam

Lumu Free Lumu Insights Lumu Defender

149 USD* Free (1 exam)** Free (3 exams)**

http://academy.lumu.io
https://academy.lumu.io/
https://docs.lumu.io/
http://academy.lumu.io
https://lumu-academy-cd.lumu.io/aca/cert/Candidate_Handbook.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/c/lumutechnologies
https://www.linkedin.com/company/lumutech/
https://www.facebook.com/lumutech
https://twitter.com/lumutech


Lumu Certified Administrator

Exam Objectives
The following learning objectives provide further 
guidance on the content and purpose of the exam:

● Set up a Lumu Gateway to start understanding 
your compromise level.

● Describe the main features of Lumu and the 
use cases where it would be beneficial.

● Explain how Lumu works as a Continuous 
Compromise Assessment solution.

● Identify the key features and benefits of the 
Lumu Portal.
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Lumu Academy

Target Audience
Lumu customers, administrators, solution 
providers, and consulting partners who 
want to validate that they are skilled at 
using Lumu for Continuous Compromise 
Assessment.

Assessment Method
The Lumu Certified Administrator 
certification exam is timed for a total 
duration of 60 minutes, and it is a 
40-question assessment.

Set Up Your Lumu 
Free Account

This entry-level certification is proof of an individual’s knowledge about Lumu, what business problems 
it solves, its key features and benefits, the Lumu Portal, and how to set up a gateway to start 
monitoring their organization’s compromise level with just a few clicks.
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Recommended Learning Path
We suggest candidates looking to prepare for this exam complete the following Lumu Academy courses:

Getting Started 
with Lumu

Introduction to 
the Lumu Portal

How Lumu  
Works

https://www.youtube.com/c/lumutechnologies
https://www.linkedin.com/company/lumutech/
https://www.facebook.com/lumutech
https://twitter.com/lumutech
https://academy.lumu.io/courses/1104063
https://academy.lumu.io/courses/1104063
https://academy.lumu.io
https://academy.lumu.io/courses/1104063
https://academy.lumu.io/courses/1104063
https://academy.lumu.io/courses/1408445
https://academy.lumu.io/courses/1408445
https://academy.lumu.io/courses/1399882
https://academy.lumu.io/courses/1399882


Exam Blueprint

The following content topics are general guidelines for the content 
likely to be included in the exam; however, other related topics may 
also appear. 

Set Up a Lumu Free Account
● Register a free Lumu account

● Add a public gateway

● Point a DNS to Lumu

Getting Started with Lumu
● The current state of cybersecurity

● What and where is the problem

● The cybersecurity breakthrough

● Key features and benefits of Lumu

● Use cases of Lumu

How Lumu Works
● Network metadata & compromise assessment

● The Illumination Process

● Lumu tiers and deployment options

Lumu Portal
● Key features

● Dashboard

● Collectors and Spambox

● Incidents

● Compromise Overview

● Labels

● Accounts and email settings
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About Lumu

Lumu Technologies is 
a cyber-security 
company that 
illuminates threats, 
attacks, and 
adversaries affecting 
enterprises worldwide. 
Using actionable 
intelligence, Lumu 
provides a radical way 
to secure networks by 
enhancing and 
augmenting existing 
defense capabilities 
established over the 
past 25 years. To learn 
more about Lumu, 
visit: lumu.io
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